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Abstract:
The concept of Eulerian and Hamiltonian graphs was extended by E. Sampath kumar to semigraph in [2]. He also
introduced the idea of Eulerian Disemigraphs and obtained few characterizations. Here we have focused our attention to
obtain conditions for a Disemigraph to be Hamiltonian.
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1. Introduction
Hamiltonian paths and cycles are named after Sir William Rowan Hamilton who invented the puzzle that involves the problem of
finding a hamilton cycle in the edge graph of a dodecahedron in 1859.Looking at the structure of a disemigraph vis a vis certain real
life situations, the possibility of application of hamiltonian disemigraph in fields like permutation, combination, scheduling, sitting
arrangement etc. cannot be ruled out. In [2], E. Sampathkumar introduced the concept of Eulerian as well as Hamiltonian semigrahs
and derived some significant characterizations regarding them. He also extended the eulerian concept to disemigraph setting, but the
concept of a hamiltonian disemigraph was still missing in the literature. Here, we have attempted to introduce the idea of a
hamiltonian disemigraph and in the process, obtained various types of hamiltonian disemigraphs which are analogous to those in
digraphs and semigraphs. In this regard we are successful in deriving few characterizations of a hamiltonian disemigraph.
2. Preliminaries
For terminology and definitions not defined here we refer the readers to [2],[3]and[17].
A graphG (V, X) consists of a finite nonempty set V of points together with a prescribed set X of unordered pairs of distinct points of
V.
A digraphD (V, A) consists of a set V of vertices and a set A of arcs (directed edges).
A digraph D of order n≥3 is called pancyclicif D contains cycles of every length Ɩ for 3≤Ɩ≤n. A digraph D is said to be regular of
degree k (or k-regular) if each vertexv of D dominates k vertices and is itself dominated by k vertices. A digraph D is said to
behamiltonian if it contains a cycle containing all the vertices of D and such a cycle is called a hamilton cycle. A digraph D is
hamiltonian-connected if D contains a hamiltonian u-v path for any two distinct vertices u and v of D.
A semigraphG is a pair (V, E), where V is a non-empty set whose elements are called vertices of G, and E is a set of n-tuples, called
edges of G of distinct vertices, for various n≥2 satisfying the following conditionsS.G.1- Any two edges have at most one vertex in common.
S.G.2- Two edges (u1, u2,,un) and (v1,v2,…,vm) are considered to be equal if and only if
(i)m=n and
(ii) either ui=vi for 1≤i≤n, or ui=vn–i+1 for 1≤i≤n.
All vertices on an edge of a semigraph are considered to be adjacent to one another.
A Semigraph G is hamiltonian if G contains a cycle C containing all the vertices of G, and C is called a hamilton cycle. A Semigraph
G is s-hamiltonian if it has a hamilton s-cycle, and G is w-hamiltonian if it has a hamilton w-cycle.
A disemigraph or directed semigraph D is a finite set of objects called vertices together with a (possibly empty) set of ordered n-tuples
of distinct vertices of D for various n≥2, called directed edges or arcs, satisfying the following condition“For any two distinct vertices u and v in a disemigraph D, there is at most one arc containing u and v such that u is adjacent to v and at
most one arc containing u andv such that v is adjacent to u”.
While drawing a disemigraph in a plane, the initial (or terminal) vertex of an arc which is not a middle vertex of any arc is represented
by a thick dot and the middle vertices of an arc are represented by small circles. If a middle vertex is also an initial (or terminal) vertex
of an arc, we draw a small tangent to the circle.
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If a=(u1,u2,…,un) is an arc in a disemigraph D then a subarc of a is an r-tuple (ݑభ , ݑమ , … ݑೝ ) where 1≤i1<i2<….<ir≤n. A partial arc of
a is a (j–i+1)-tuple (ui,uj)=(ui,ui+1,...,uj) where 1≤i<j≤n. We say that ui is adjacent to all other uj, 1≤i<j≤n and uj is adjacent from ui,
1≤i<j≤n. The out-degree (in-degree) of a vertex u of D is the number of vertices of D that are adjacent from (adjacent to) u. The
degreedeg(u) or d(u) of u is defined to be the sum of the in-degree and the out-degree of u. That is, d(u)=od(u)+id(u).The concepts of
sub arc and partial arc lead to two different types of paths. A path P in a disemigraph D is called s-path (strong path) if any two
consecutive vertices on it are also consecutive vertices of an arc in D otherwise P is called a w-path (weak path).Asemipath
connecting two vertices uo and un in a disemigraph D is a finite sequence of distinct vertices uou1u2...unin D such that for each i,
0≤i≤n–1, either ui is adjacent to ui+1 or ui+1 is adjacent to ui.
An s-cycle(w-cycle) in D is a closed s-path(w-path) in D.
The adjacency digraph Da of a disemigraph D has V(D) as vertex set where for any two vertices u and v, u is adjacent to v if and only
if it is so in D. For any vertex v in D, id(v) respectively (od(v)) in D is the same as id(v) respectively (od(v)) in Da. The distance
between any two vertices in D is the distance between them in the underlying adjacency digraph Da of D.
The consecutive adjacency digraphDca of D has V(D) as its vertex set where for any two vertices u and v, u is adjacent to v if and only
if,
(i) u is adjacent to v and
(ii) u and v are consecutive vertices of an arc in D.
A disemigraph D is simple if any two arcs in D either contain atmost one vertex or all vertices in common. A disemigraph D is
oriented if D contains no symmetric pair of arcs.
There are manyresults for hamiltonian graphs in [10],[12],[17] etc., very few of which are known to guarantee the hamiltonity in
digraphs. One has to go through specific results for hamiltonian property concerning directions in [1],[4],[9],[17],[18],[19],[20]
etc.,most of which usually take the form involving many arcs and so not applicable to oriented graphs. The early results on sufficient
conditions for hamiltonian digraphs are due to Ghouila-Houri [1], Manoussakis [9] and Woodall[19]. A more general result is due to
Meyniel[20].
No elegant characterization of hamiltonian graphs or digraphs exists, although several necessary and sufficient conditions are known.
Here, we reproduce some results for digraphsTheorem [1]: If D is a strongly connected digraph of order n and if id(v)≥n/2 and od(v)≥n/2 for all vertices v in D, then D has a
hamilton cycle.
Theorem [1]: If D is a strongly connected digraph of order n and if d(v)≥n for all vertices v in D, then D is hamiltonian.
Theorem [1]: If D is strongly connected digraph of order n and if id(v)+od(v)≥n for every vertex v, then D has a hamilton cycle.
A particular case of the above theorem occurs when D is a simple connected digraph of order n.
Theorem [9],[5]: If D is a simple connected digraph of order n and if for each vertex v, id(v)≥n/2 and od(v)≥n/2, then D has a hamilton
cycle.
Theorem [19]: If D is strongly connected digraph of order n and if id(u)+od(v)≥n for all pairs of non-adjacent vertices u and v, then D
is hamiltonian.
Theorem [20]: If D is strongly connected digraph of order n and if d(u)+d(v)≥2n–1 for all pairs of non-adjacent verticesu and v in D,
then D is hamiltonian.
Unfortunately, no general result is known for the digraph counterpart.
In this paper we consider only simple and connected disemigraph with at least three arcs unless otherwise stated.
3. Hamiltonian Disemigraphs
There are numerous problems such as mail box collection, school bus scheduling, electricity supply network design, service vehicle
routing etc. whichcan be studied in disemigraph setting and solved through the application of hamiltonian properties.
Now we propose few definitions in connections with disemigraphs and derive some of their characterizations.
3.1. Definitions
Analogous to digraphs, we can have different types of connectedness indisemigraphs as followsA disemigraph D is said to be strong, if any two of its vertices are mutually reachable.
A disemigraph D is said to be unilateral, if for any two vertices in D at least one of them is reachable from the other.
A disemigraph D is said to be weak, if any two of its vertices are joined by a semipath.
A disemigraph D is said to be k-regularor regular of degree k if for any vertex vof Did(v)=od(v)=k. Here we consider only the
adjacency degree of a vertex unless stated otherwise.
A disemigraph D of order p is said to be pancyclic if D contains cycles of every length Ɩ for 3≤Ɩ≤p. If D has only s-cycles then D is
said to bes-pancyclic otherwise,D is called w-pancyclic.
3.2. Definitions
A path in a disemigraphD containing all the vertices of D is said to be a hamilton path.A closed hamilton path is often called a
hamilton cycle. Thus a hamilton cycle contains all the vertices of D exactly once.
A disemigraph D is said to bes-hamiltonian(or w-hamiltonian) if it contains ahamiltons-cycle (or w-cycle).
A disemigraph D is said to bep-hamiltonian(or perfect hamiltonian)if D contains a hamilton cyclethat traverses all the arcs of D.
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Forhamiltonian properties to be satisfied, a disemigraphD must be connected with atleast 3 (three) arcs. As every s-cycle is a w-cycle,
so every s-hamiltonian disemigraph is a w-hamiltonian disemigraph, but the converse may not hold good. However, a p-hamiltonian
disemigraph is boths-hamiltonian and w-hamiltonian. Ap-hamiltonian property of D reflects that D has a hamilton cycle (possibly scycle) which traverses all the arcs of D exactly once.
Few selected illustrations of the preceding definitions are in order now.
→ Examples 3.1:
i) The following disemigraph is s-hamiltonian and therefore,w-hamiltonian also but not p-hamiltonian. Here (abcda) is a hamilton scycle.
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b

Figure 1
ii) The following disemigraph is w-hamiltonian but neither s-hamiltonian nor p-hamiltonian. Here (abcdea) is a hamilton w-cycle.
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Figure 2
iii) The following disemigraph is p-hamiltonian. It is also an s- as well as aw-hamiltonian disemigraph.
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Figure 3
iv) The following disemigraph is not hamiltonian of any kind i.e. non-hamiltonian.
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Figure 4
From above definitions we observe thati. A disemigraph having a source or sink cannotbe hamiltonian but it mayhavehamiltonian path.
ii. A strong disemigraph as well as a strong and complete disemigraph are bothw-hamiltonian but they may not be s- or phamiltonian. For example, see Fig.2, where D is strong and complete but neithers- norp- hamiltonian.
iii. A tournament may not be hamiltonian of any kind but it always contains a hamiltonian w-path.
iv. No tournament can be p-hamiltonian.
E. Sampathkumar has established some significant results regarding hamiltonian semigraphs in[2] few of which are mentioned in the
following.
Proposition 8.7: [2] Any complete semigraph G with at least three edges is s-hamiltonian.
A disemigraph being complete does not imply to have a hamilton cycle [Fig.4].
Proposition 8.8: [2] If G is a semigraph of order p≥3 such that for all distinct non-adjacent vertices u and v, degau+degav≥p, then G is
w-hamiltonian.
Proposition 8.10: [2] If G is a semigraph of order p≥3 such that for all distinct non-adjacent vertices u and v, degcau+degcav≥p, then G
is s-hamiltonian.
Unfortunately, the foregoing degree related conditions are not generally applicable to disemigraphs.We cite few cases of such
observations in the following.
→ Examples3.2:
i) The following disemigraph satisfies the condition degau+degav≥pfor any two distinct non-adjacent verticesu and v but it has no any
hamilton cycle (here p=5).
b
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Figure 5
ii) For any two distinct non-adjacent vertices u and v, the following disemigraph D satisfiesdegcau+degcav≥p, but D does not have
evena w-hamiltonian path (here p=7).
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Figure 6
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In the following we derive some conditions for disemigraphs to be hamiltonian in different ways.
 Proposition 3.1:A disemigraphD is w-hamiltonian if and only ifDa is hamiltonian.
→ Proof: By the definition of Daany cycle in D is a cycle in Da. So D being w-hamiltonian, so isDa. Conversely, when Da is
hamiltonian then Dacontains a hamilton cycle which guarantees a hamilton cycle (which is also aw-cycle) in D. Thus D is whamiltonian.
• Corollary 3.1:D is w-hamiltonian, if Dca is hamiltonian but, the converse may not be true.
e.g. In the following D is w-hamiltonian but Dca is not.
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Figure 7
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Proposition 3.2: If a disemigraph D is s-hamiltonian then bothDaand Dca are hamiltonian.
Proof: Trivial.
Corollary 3.2: Neither Danor Dca being hamiltonian implies that D is s-hamiltonian.Fig.2 may be referred.
Proposition 3.3: If D is a complete disemigraph with id(v)≥1and od(v)≥1 for all vertices v in D, then D is w-hamiltonian.
Proof:If D is complete andid(v)≥1 andod(v)≥1 for all vertices v in D, then D is complete and strong. In this case,D contains a
spanning cycle, which is a hamilton w-cycle. Hence D is w-hamiltonian.
• Corollary 3.3: A strong tournament is always w-hamiltonian.
 Proposition 3.4: Let D(V,E) be a disemigraph of order n such that d(v)≥n for all verticesv in D, then D is w-hamiltonian.
→ Proof:Letd(v)≥n for all vertices v in D.
Case i.v is adjacent with all other n−1 vertices.
Then v is incident with atleast one symmetric pair of arcs. D is complete and id(v),od(v)≥1. By Proposition 3.3, we are done.
Case ii.v(=vj) is not adjacent with at least one vi for1≤i,j≤n, say, vr .
Since d(v)≥1 for all v in D, there is at least two symmetric pair of arcs in D associated with vi that contribute degrees to thevi such that
d(vi)≥1, 1≤i≤n .............. (1)
If possible, letD be not w-hamiltonian. Then without loss of generality we can assume that C=(v1,v2,...,vr-1,vr+1,... vn,v1) is a cycle in D
such that vr is not in C.Then there cannot exist any symmetric pair of arcs in between vr and any other vi, 1≤i≤n, otherwise C will
contain vr, which is a contradiction to (1). Thus C contains vr and so C is a hamilton w-cycle forD. So our assumption was wrong.
HenceD is w-hamiltonian.
• Corollary 3.4: Every disemigraph withid(v)≥n/2 and od(v)≥n/2, is w-hamiltonian.
 Proposition 3.5: A disemigraph D is s-hamiltonian if D is s-pancyclic.
→ Proof: Let D be of order n and also let D be s-pancyclic, then D has s-cycles of every lengthƖ for 3≤Ɩ≤n.
The s-cycle of length Ɩ(=n) constitutes a hamilton s-cycle for D. Thus D is s-hamiltonian.
• Corollary 3.5: Every pancyclic disemigraph is w-hamiltonian.
 Proposition 3.6: If D is strongly complete and d(v)≥n for any vertex v in D, then D has a hamiltonian s-path.
→ Proof:Given d(v)≥n for any vertex v in D, so D is w-hamiltonian (by Proposition 3.4). Let C be a hamilton w-cycle in D.
Now,Let us construct a disemigraph D1 from D by adding a new vertex hand joiningit with every vertex of Dby arcs in both
directions.D1 is also strongly complete and necessarily we can have a hamilton s-cycle, say, C1, where C1=C {h} and thus
D1 is s-hamiltonian. Now deleting h and its incident arcs in D1, C1 produces a hamilton s-path in D. Thus D has a hamilton spath whenever D is strongly complete and d(v)≥n for any vertex v in D.
• Corollary 3.6: If D is strongly complete with order n such that od(v)≥n/2 and id(v)≥n/2 for every vertex v in D then D has a
hamilton s-path.
 Proposition3.7:D is p-hamiltonian, if and only if,D itself is a hamilton cycle.
→ Proof:Let D bep-hamiltonian.Then D contains a hamilton cycle Cthat traverses all the arcs of D. If possible, let D be not a
hamilton cycle,then D will contain at least one arc (u,v) such that D−(u,v) is a hamilton cycle which contradicts the fact thatD

∪
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has a hamilton cycle C traversing all the arcs of D. Hence D itself is the hamilton cycle. Conversely, if D itself is a hamilton
cycle then obviously D is a cycle containing all the vertices of D and traversing all arcs of D. Thus D is p-hamiltonian.
• Corollary 3.7: Only spanning cycles arep-hamiltonian.
• Corollary 3.8: Dis p-hamiltonian, if and only if,Dca is 1-regular.
 Proposition 3.8: If D is a p-hamiltonian disemigraph then it is both s-hamiltonian and w-hamiltonian.
→ Proof: D being p-hamiltonian, D contains a hamilton cycle C that traverses all the arcs of D. By Proposition 3.7.D itself is the
hamilton cycle C i.e. D=C. D is the only cycle which is obviously thehamiltons-cycle and so is the hamiltonw-cycle.Thus D
is with both hamiltons-cycle and hamiltonw-cycle.Hence D is both ans-hamiltonian and a w-hamiltonian whenever D is a phamiltonian disemigraph.
In the following we cite an example as an application of hamilton cycle.
Application: In a chemical factory, batches of drugsD1, D2,....., Dn are manufactured in a single reaction vessel, one at a time. If Dj is
to follow Di and the vessel has to be cleaned, at a cost cij. The batches are to be manufactured in a continuous and cyclic manner, so
that once the last batch has been produced, the first batch has to begin again. The problem (scheduling problem) is to find the
production sequence with the least cleaning cost. This situation can be represented by a disemigraph and then the problem is to find a
hamilton cycle.
3.3. Definitions
A disemigraph D is said to be hamiltonian s-connected if for any two distinct vertices u and v of D, D contains a hamilton s-path in
between u and v.
A disemigraph D is said to be hamiltonian w-connected if Dcontains a hamiltonw-path in between any two distinct verticesu and v of
D.
From the above definitions it follows immediately that
i) A hamiltonian disemigraph may not be hamiltonian connected.
ii) If D is hamiltonian s-connected then D is both s- and w-hamiltonian.
iii) If D is hamiltonian w-connected then D is w-hamiltonian.
Now, we give a characterization of hamiltonian w-connected disemigraph involving condition on degrees of its vertices.
 Proposition 3.9: Let D be a disemigraph of order n with od(u)+id(v)≥n+1 for any two distinct non adjacent vertices u and v of
D. Then D is hamiltonian w-connected.
→ Proof:Let x and y be any two distinct vertices in D. Let us construct a disemigraph D1from D by adding a new vertex hand
joiningit with every vertex of Dby arcs in both directions. HereD1 becomes a strong disemigraph of order n+1 and such
thatod(z)≥n+1, id(z)≥n+1 for anyz in D1. We claim thatD1 is w-hamiltonian.Now, ifx and y are adjacent in D1 then D1 is
complete and also in D1,od(z)≥n+1 andid(z)≥n+1. Then by Proposition 3.3,D1 is w-hamiltonian. Again if x and y are non
adjacent then od(x)+id(y)≥(n+1)+1=n+2. If we can show d(z)≥n+1 for any z in D1, then by Proposition 3.4D1 is whamiltonian. If possible, let d(z)<n+1, for any z in D1.
Now od(x)+id(y)≥n+2
⇒d(x)+d(y)≥2(n+2)
⇒d(x)≥2(n+2)−(n+1), ( d(y)<n+1, for any y inD1)
⇒d(x)≥n+3, for any x in D1, which is a contradiction to the fact that d(x)<n+1, for any x in D1.
So D1 is w-hamiltonian and thus it contains a hamiltonw-cycle C (say). Deleting h and its incident arcs in D1, Cproduces a hamiltonian
w-pathP (say). We claim thatP is the required hamiltonian x-y path. Let us go back to D1. If x and yare adjacent in D1 then D1 being
complete, strong and w-hamiltonian we can construct C as C=(...yhx...); if x and y are non adjacent in D1 then (y,h) and (h,x) are in D1.
So, we can have C as C=(...yhx...). Thusfor any two verticesx and y in D1 we are left with anx-y pathP=C−{h} as the hamiltonw-path
in D. Thus,D is hamiltonian w-connected.
Here, we have found only a few partial characterizations for hamiltonian disemigraphs. More elegant characterization of a hamiltonian
disemigraph is still an open problem.
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